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Disclaimer

All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements (including those depicted in graphical form) are statements of future expectations that are based on JBC Energy’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking statements include, among other things statements expressing JBC Energy’s expectations, beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions. These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “objectives”, “outlook”, “probably”, “project”, “will”, “forecast”, “predict”, “think”, “seek”, “target”, “risks”, “goals”, “should” and similar terms and phrases. All forward-looking statements contained in this speech/presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section. Readers/audience should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of this presentation. Neither JBC Energy nor any of its subsidiaries undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred from the forward-looking statements contained in this speech/presentation. Any persons acting on information contained in this presentation does so solely at their own risk. JBC Energy is not responsible for the accuracy of data collected from external sources and will not be held liable for any errors or omissions in facts or analysis contained in this presentation. JBC’s third party sources provide data to JBC on an “as-is” basis and accept no responsibility and disclaim any liability relating to reliance on or use of their data by any party.
About the JBC Group

• Independent & Unbiased Industry Experts.

• Highly specialised consulting & analytical services solely focused on the oil & gas industry.

• Founded in 1994 as research arm of PVM. A 20 year history of successfully delivering consulting projects in the area of forecasting, pricing, energy trading, risk management, etc.

• One of the world fastest growing independent oil & gas market research centres.

• Staffed by mixture of energy industry veterans and professional consultants that allows us to bring real world experience plus business, process and technical innovation to our clients.

In 2005 JBC Energy (back then called PVM Oil Associates) was hired by the IEF to provide feedback on the reliability of JODI data against expected quality standards
Products & Services

Analytics
19 Market Publications ● Oil, Natural Gas & Alternatives ● Global Focus ● Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly & Bi-Annually
www.jbcenergy.com/analytics

Modelling
In-House Supply, Demand, Pricing (SuDeP) Model ● Data by Country, by Region, by Sector ● Bottom Up Approach ● Standardised or Customised Modules
www.jbcenergy.com/modelling

www.jbcasia.com/consulting

Studies
Client Initiated ● Expert Led ● Fundamental Driven ● Commercially Focused ● Powered by SuDeP & JBC’s Extensive Databases
www.jbcenergy.com/studies

Training Services
Oil Market Fundamentals ● Pricing & Risk Management ● Oil Trading ● Public Courses & Single Client Options
www.jbcasia.com/training
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• Importance of JODI

• How does JBC Energy use JODI

• Factors essential for JODI to succeed
Importance of JODI
Simply speaking:
People increasingly use it, and this is not just anecdotic evidence, JODI is making headlines and...

... JODI is developing into a very powerful and internally recognised data tool in an often very opaque environment.
Importance of JODI

• Our experience confirms that international oil companies, refiners, traders, and banks rely on JODI data

• In GENERAL it is the only
  – publicly/freely available database aiming to provide
  – an all encompassing and comprehensive global overview of historical and recent trends in the oil & gas market
  – for crude, all oil products and natural gas
  – with monthly data collected according to
  – the same methodology
  – in a uniform format
  – in a single language
  – in a single location

As simple as this sounds, this STANDARDISATION makes JODI very powerful for all types of users (incl. Media) => Transparency

• In SPECIFIC it is the only

  – source of data on many Non-OECD countries as well as the
  – the source of the most recent data on
    o Non-OECD trade
    o But also OECD trade: IEA MODS service DOES NOT contain “M-1” month. JODI does
Importance of JODI

The world is trading
• on any little indication on changes in all sorts of data
• within parts of a second, which can decide how successful a trade was

=> Therefore, an organisation which builds the bridge between OECD and non-OECD (and thus provides higher transparency and insight into now more than 50% of the world's global oil demand developments) is not only important but essential in today's world
How does JBC Energy use JODI?
JBC Energy uses of JODI

• An additional input factor for
  – our global/regional/country balances
  – Contributing to our forecasts on a country-by-country and
    product-by-product and sector-by-sector basis for supply,
    demand, inventories, trade flows, prices, etc

• At the end this contributes to the accuracy of our
  forecasting capacities and thus

  – better Data -> better Analysis -> better Decisions

  – These decisions may be anything between short term
    trading decision to long term investment decisions
JBC Energy uses of JODI

**Total Products: Y-o-y Change in Demand (3-Month Moving Average) [’000 b/d]**

Based on observed monthly statistics, as available. Missing data estimated, extrapolated, or derived from annual assessments. All data from August 2017 onwards is estimated. Source: IEA, JODI, national statistics, JBC Energy calculations.

JODI figures help us to assess M-1 month for OECD and provide crucial information on non-OECD developments.
JBC Energy uses of JODI

JODI figures help us to assess M-1 month for OECD and provide crucial information on non-OECD developments.
Saudi Arabia JODI figures are closely watched: Crude oil stocks were depleted by about 75 million barrels since Nov-15.
JBC Energy uses of JODI

Egypt: Fuel Oil Demand ['000 b/d]

Data from July 2017 onwards is JBC Energy estimates.

Source: JODI, JBC Energy calculations

JODI figures help us to assess /confirm major developments. Egypt: The first phase of the Siemens’ Megaproject (will be the world’s largest natural gas power plant) was put into commercial operation. Significant reductions to fuel oil imports from the beginning of the year, to demand later on.
JBC Energy uses of JODI

Iran Product Demand according to JODI [’000 b/d]

Iran: Demand decline between April and July might be explained by the recent commissioning of a new gas pipeline to feed the north of the country and causing feedstock substitution in power generation. We are sceptical about the magnitude of the decline.
While JODI provides one part of the historical assessments on a country level, JBC Energy mostly focuses on the forecasts and regional/global developments.
What is essential for the success of JODI
Factors essential for JODI success

- Regular reliability checks of all received input
- Quality assessment, comparability with national statistical sources
- Regular check of definitions
- Metadata with actual information
- JODI support unit: inquiries about data issues and ability to adjust/correct data

**RELIABILITY**

- Aim to reduce missing data, especially for the most recent months

**COMPLETENESS**

- Data release information/commentary
- JODI support unit: inquiries about data issues
- Revisions: Information on what has changed month-on-month:
  - by country & product
  - previously missing data that has become available
- OECD demand: JODI vs. IEA differences

**TRANSPARENCY**

**TIMELINESS**

Completeness represents a percentage of countries for which data on demand of total oil products is available at a given point in time.
Thank you!

www.jbcenergy.com